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Abstract. The�-calculusis an expressive specification language in which modal logicis extended with
fixpoint operators, subsuming many dynamic, temporal, and description logics. Formulas of�-calculus
are classified according to theiralternation depth, which is the maximal length of a chain of nested
alternating least and greatest fixpoint operators. Alternation depth is the major factor in the complexity
of �-calculus model-checking algorithms. A refined classification of �-calculus formulas distinguishes
between formulas in which the outermost fixpoint operator inthe nested chain is a least fixpoint operator
(�i formulas, wherei is the alternation depth) and formulas where it is a greatestfixpoint operator (�i
formulas). Thealternation-free�-calculus(AFMC) consists of�-calculus formulas with no alternation
between least and greatest fixpoint operators. Thus, AFMC isa natural closure of�1 [ �1, which is
contained in both�2 and�2. In this work we show that�2 \�2 � AFMC. In other words, if we can
express a property� both as a least fixpoint nested inside a greatest fixpoint and as a greatest fixpoint
nested inside a least fixpoint, then we can express� also with no alternation between greatest and least
fixpoints. Our result refers to�-calculus over arbitrary Kripke structures. A similar result, for directed�-calculus formulas interpreted over trees with a fixed finitebranching degree, follows from results
by Arnold and Niwinski. Their proofs there cannot be easily extended to Kripke structures, and our
extension involvessymmetric nondeterministic Büchitree automata, and new constructions for them.

1 Introduction

The�-calculusis an expressive specification language in which formulas are built from Boolean operators,
existential (3) and universal (2) next-time modalities, and least (�) and greatest (�) fixpoint operators
[Koz83]. The discovery and use ofsymbolic model-checkingmethods [McM93] for verification of large
systems has made the�-calculus important also from a practical point of view: symbolic model-checking
tools proceed by computing fixpoint expressions over the model’s set of states. For example, to find the set
of states from which a state satisfying some predicatep is reachable, the model checker starts with the setS
of states in whichp holds, and repeatedly add toS the set3S of states that have a successor inS. Formally,
the model checker calculates the set of states that satisfy the�-calculus formula�y:p _3y.

Formulas of�-calculus are classified according to theiralternation depth, which is the maximal length
of a chain of nested alternating least and greatest fixpoint operators. From a practical point of view, the
classification is important, as the alternation depth is themajor factor in the complexity of�-calculus
model-checking algorithms: the original algorithm for model checking a structure of sizem with respect
to a formula of lengthn and alternation depthd requires timeO(mn)d [EL86], and more sophisticated
algorithms can do the job in time roughlyO(mn)b d2 +1 [Jur00]. From a theoretical point of view, the clas-
sification naturally raises questions about the expressivepower of the classes. In particular, the question
whether the expressiveness hierarchy for the�-calculus collapses (i.e., whether there is somed � 1 such? Supported in part by by NSF grant CCR-9988172 and by a research grant from the Center for Pure and Applied
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that all �-calculus formulas can be translated to formulas of alternation depthd) has been answered to
the negative [Bra98]. The alternation-depth hierarchy of�-calculus and the model-checking problem for
the various classes in the hierarchy are strongly related tothe index hierarchy inparity gamesand to the
problem of deciding such games [Jur00].

A more refined classification of�-calculus formulas distinguishes between formulas in which the out-
ermost fixpoint operator in the nested chain is a least fixpoint operator (�i formulas, wherei is the alter-
nation depth) and formulas where it is a greatest fixpoint operator (�i formulas). For example, the formula�y:p _3y is a�1 formula, as it has alternating depth 1 and its outermost fixpoint operator is�. Similarly,
the formula�y:�z:2[(p ^ y) _ z℄ is a�2 formula3. By duality of the least and greatest fixpoint operators,
the classes�i and�i are complementary, in the sense that a formula is in �i iff the formula: (in
positive normal form, where negation is applied to atomic propositions only) is in�i.

Some fragments of�-calculus are of special interest in computer science:Modal Logic(ML) consists
of �-calculus formulas with no fixpoint operators (that is, ML= �0[�0). It is actually more correct to say
that�-calculus is the extension of ML with fixpoint operators. Extending ML with fixpoint operators still
retain some of its basic semantic properties, in particularthe property of being invariant under bisimulation
[Ben91]. Thealternation-free�-calculus(AFMC) consists of�-calculus formulas with no alternation be-
tween least and greatest fixpoint operators. Thus, AFMC is a natural closure of�1[�1, which is contained
in both�2 and�2. AFMC subsumes the branching temporal logic CTL and the dynamic logic PDL [FL79].
Formulas of AFMC can be symbolically evaluated in time linear in the structure [CS91,KVW00]. While
designers may prefer to use higher-level logics to specify properties, model-checking tools often proceed
by evaluating the corresponding AFMC formulas [BRS99]. Finally, it is hard to produce an understandable
formula with more than one alternation. Thus,�2 [ �2 subsumes almost all formulas one may wish to
specify in practice. Formally,�2 [ �2 subsumes the branching temporal logic CTL?, and in fact, until
[Bra98], the strictness of the expressiveness hierarchy of�-calculus was known only for�i and�i withi � 2 [AN90]. Also, the symbolic evaluation of linear propertiesis reduced to calculating a�2 formula
[VW86,EL85].

For several hierarchies in computer science, even strict ones, it is possible to show localcoalescence,
where membership in some class of the hierarchy and in its complementary class implies membership
in a lower class. For example, RE\ co-RE=Rec describes coalescence at the bottom of the arithmetical
hierarchy [Rog67]. On the other hand, the analogous coalescence for the polynomial hierarchy is not known;
it is a major open question whether NP\ co-NP=P [GJ79]. In [KV01], we showed that the bottom levels
of the�-calculus expressiveness hierarchy coalesce:�1 \�1 � ML. In other words, if we can express a
property� both as a least fixpoint and as a greatest fixpoint, then we can express� without fixpoints. The
proof uses the fact that�-calculus formulas in�1 \ �1 correspond to languages that are both safety and
co-safety. Consequently, for every property� 2 �1 \ �1, we can construct two nondeterministiclooping
tree automataU and U 0 such thatU and U 0 accept exactly all the trees that satisfy� and its complement,
respectively (the fact thatU and U 0 are looping means that they have trivial acceptance conditions – every
infinite run is accepting). We showed in [KV01] howU andU 0 can be combined to acycle-freeautomaton
and then translate to an ML formula expressing�.

In this paper we show coalescence in higher classes of the hierarchy, namely�2 \ �2 � AFMC.4 In
other words, if we can specify a property� both as a least fixpoint nested inside a greatest fixpoint and as
a greatest fixpoint nested inside a least fixpoint, then we canexpress� also with no alternation between
greatest and least fixpoints. Unfortunately, the techniqueof [KV01] is too weak to be helpful here. Indeed,
formulas in�2 cannot be expressed by looping automata. As we explain below, the known automata-
theoretic characterizations of�2 and�2, and their relation to AFMC, cannot help us either.

3 An exact definition of the classes�i and�i refers to the scope of the fixpoint operators. As we discuss inSection 4,
several different definitions are studied in the literature, and we follow here the definition of [Niw86].

4 The analogous complexity-theoretic result would be�p2 \�p2 = PNP, where�p2 and�p2 form the second level of
the polynomial hierarchy andPNP is the polynomial closure of NP [GJ79].



One such known characterization [Niw86,AN92] refers to theexpressive power of the�-calculus over
trees with fixed finite branching degrees. Over such trees, the existential next-time modality of the�-
calculus can be parameterized withdirections. A modality parameterized with directiond means that the
corresponding existential requirement should be satisfiedin thed-th child of the current state. For example,
for a binary tree in which each node has a left child and a rightchild, the formula3l p means that the left
child of the root satisfiesp, and the formula�y:p _ 3ry means that some node in the rightmost path of
the tree satisfiesp. The ability ofdirected�-calculusto distinguish between the various children of a node
makes it convenient to translate formulas to tree automata and vice versa. In particular, it is known that
directed-�2 is as expressive asnondeterministic B̈uchi tree automata[AN90,Kai95]. Our interest in this
paper is in the expressive power of the�-calculus over arbitraryKripke structures, possibly with an infinite
branching degree, which means that we cannot restrict attention to trees of fixed branching degrees.

An automata-theoretic framework for�-calculus without directions is suggested in [JW95], by means of�-automata, which are essentially symmetric alternating tree automata in a certain normal form. A related
approach, in which alternation is more explicit, is presented in [Wil99]. Alternation allows the automaton
to send several requirements to the same child. Symmetry means that the automaton does not distinguish
between the different children of a node, and it sends copiesto child nodes only in either a universal or
an existential manner. It also means that the automaton can handle trees with a variable and even infinite
branching degree. Formulas of�-calculus in�i and�i can be linearly translated to symmetric alternating
parity/co-parity automata of indexi. While it is possible to translate�-calculus formulas to symmetric
alternating automata, it is not immediately clear how such atranslation can help in a translating of�2 \�2
into the AFMC. By [AN92,KV99], formulas that are members of both directed-�2 and directed-�2 can
be translated to directed-AFMC. The proofs in [AN92,KV99] shows that given a formula 2 �2 \ �2,
we can construct two nondeterministic Büchi tree automataU and U 0, for  and: , and then combine
the automata to a weak alternating automaton equivalent to . The combination ofU and U 0, however,
crucially depends on the fact that the automata are nondeterministic (rather than alternating) and the fact
that the automata can refer to particular directions in the tree.

The key to the results in [KV01] and here is a development of a theory ofsymmetric nondeterministic
tree automata. In [KV01], we defined symmetric nondeterministic loopingautomata, and showed how to
construct such automata for formulas in�1. In order to handle�2 and�2, we define here symmetric non-
deterministicBüchiautomata, and translate�2 formulas to such automata. From a technical point of view,
symmetric nondeterministic tree automata are essentiallysymmetric alternating automata with transitions in
disjunctive normal form. Our main contribution is the development of various constructions for symmetric
nondeterministic tree automata and their application to the study of the expressive power of the�-calculus.
Since removal of alternation in Büchi automata should takeinto an account the acceptance condition of the
automaton and keep track of the states visited in each path ofthe run tree, the symmetry of the automaton
poses real technical challenges. We then extend the construction in [KV99] to symmetric automata and
combine the symmetric nondeterministic Büchi tree automata for and: to a symmetric weak alternat-
ing automaton for . Again, symmetry poses real technical challenges. (In fact, while the construction in
[KV99] for the directed case is quadratic, here we end up withquadratically many states but exponentially
many transitions.) Once we have a weak symmetric alternating automaton for , it is possible to generate
from it an equivalent AFMC formula [KV98].

2 Preliminaries

For a setD � IN of directions, aD-treeis a nonempty setT � D�, where for everyx � d 2 T with x 2 D�
andd 2 D, we havex 2 T . The elements ofT are callednodes, and the empty word" is theroot of T .
For everyx 2 T , the nodesx � d, for d 2 D, are thechildren of x. A node with no children is aleaf.
Thedegreeof a nodex is the number of childrenx has. Note that the degree ofx is bounded byjDj. For



technical convenience, we assume that the setD is finite5. A D-tree isleaflessif it has no leafs. Note that
a leafless tree is infinite. Apath� of a treeT is a set� � T such that" 2 � and for everyx 2 �, eitherx is a leaf or exactly one child ofx is in �. For two nodesx1 andx2 of T , we say thatx1 � x2 iff x1 is a
prefix ofx2; i.e., there existsz 2 D� such thatx2 = x1 � z. We say thatx1 < x2 iff x1 � x2 andx1 6= x2.
A frontier of a leafless tree is a setE � T of nodes such that for every path� � T , we havej� \ Ej = 1.
For example, the setE = f0; 100; 101; 11g is a frontier of thef0; 1g-treef0; 1g�. For two frontiersE1 andE2, we say thatE1 � E2 iff for every nodex2 2 E2, there exists a nodex1 2 E1 such thatx1 � x2. We
say thatE1 < E2 iff for every nodex2 2 E2, there exists a nodex1 2 E1 such thatx1 < x2. Note that
while E1 < E2 implies thatE1 � E2 andE1 6= E2, the other direction does not necessarily hold. Given
an alphabet�, a�-labeledD-tree is a pairhT; V i whereT is aD-tree andV : T ! � maps each node
of T to a letter in�. We extendV to paths in a straightforward way. For a�-labeledD-treehT; V i and a
setA � �, we say thatE is anA-frontier iff E is a frontier and for every nodex 2 E, we haveV (x) 2 A.
We denote bytrees(D;�) the set of all�-labeledD-trees, and denote bytrees(�) the set of all�-labeledD-trees, for someD. For a setT � trees(�), we denote byomp(T ) the set of�-labeled trees that are
not inT ; thusomp(T ) = trees(�) n T .

Automata on infinite trees (tree automata, for short) run on leafless�-labeled trees.Alternating tree
automatageneralize nondeterministic tree automata and were first introduced in [MS87].Symmetrical-
ternating tree automata [JW95,Wil99] are capable of reading trees with variable branching degrees. When
a symmetric automaton reads a node of the input tree it sends copies to all successors of that node or to
some successor. Formally, for a given setX , let B+(X) be the set of positive Boolean formulas overX .
For a setY � X and a formula� 2 B+(X), we say thatY satisfies� iff assigningtrue to elements
in Y and assigningfalse to elements inX n Y satisfies�. A symmetric alterating Büchi tree automaton
(symmetric ABT, for short) is a tupleA = h�;Q; Æ; q0; F i where� is the input alphabet,Q is a finite
set of states,Æ : Q � � ! B+(f2;3g � Q) is a transition function,q0 2 Q is an initial state, andF � Q is a Büchi acceptance condition. Intuitively, an atomh2; qi in Æ(q; �) denotes a universal require-
ment to send a copy of the automaton in stateq to all the children of the current node. An atomh3; qi
denotes an existential requirement to send a copy of the automaton in stateq to some child of the current
node. When, for instance, the automaton is in stateq, reads a nodex with k childrenx � 1; : : : ; x � k, andÆ(q; V (x)) = (2; q1) ^ (3; q2) _ (3; q3) ^ (3; q4), it can either sendk copies in stateq1 to the nodesx � 1; : : : ; x � k and send a copy in stateq2 to some node inx � 1; : : : ; x � k or send one copy in stateq3 to
some node inx � 1; : : : ; x � k and send one copy in stateq4 to some node inx � 1; : : : ; x � k. So, while non-
deterministic tree automata send exactly one copy to each child, symmetric alternating automata can send
several copies to the same child. On the other hand, symmetric alternating automata cannot distinguish be-
tween the different successors and can send copies to child nodes only in either a universal or an existential
manner. Formally, arun of A on an input�-labeledD-tree hT; V i, for some setD of directions, is an(D��Q)-labeled IN-treehTr; ri such that" 2 Tr andr(") = ("; q0), and for ally 2 Tr with r(y) = (x; q)
andÆ(q; V (x)) = �, there is a (possibly empty) setS � f2;3g � Q, such thatS satisfies�, and for all(; s) 2 S, the following hold: (1) If = 2, then for eachd 2 D, there isj 2 IN such thaty � j 2 Tr
andr(y � j) = (x � d; s). (2) If  = 3, then for somed 2 D, there isj 2 IN such thaty � j 2 Tr andr(y � j) = (x � d; s). Note that if� = true, theny need not have children. This is the reason whyTr may
have leaves. Also, since there exists no setS as required for� = false, we cannot have a run that takes a
transition with� = false. For a runhTr; ri and an infinite path� � Tr, we defineinf(�) to be the set of
states that are visited infinitely often in�, thusq 2 inf(�) if and only if there are infinitely manyy 2 �
for which r(y) 2 T � fqg. A run hTr; ri is accepting if all its infinite paths satisfy the Büchi acceptance
condition; thusinf(�) \ F 6= ;. A treehT; V i is accepted byA iff there exists an accepting run ofA on

5 As we detail in the proof of Theorem 6, due to the bounded-tree-model property for�-calculus, this technical as-
sumption does not prevent us from proving our main result also for general structures with an infinite branching
degree.



hT; V i, in which casehT; V i belongs toL(A). A treehT; V i is accepted byU iff there exists an accepting
run ofA on hT; V i, in which casehT; V i belongs to the language,L(A), ofA.

The transition function of an ABTA induces a graphGA = hQ;Ei whereE(q; q0) if there is� 2 �
such that(2; q0) or (3; q0) appears inÆ(q; �). An ABT is a weak alternating tree automaton(AWT, for
short) if for each strongly connected componentC � Q of GA, eitherC � F or C \ F = ; [MSS86].
Note that every infinite path of a run of an AWT ultimately gets“trapped” within some strongly connected
componentC of GA. The path then satisfies the acceptance condition if and onlyif C � F .

The symmetry condition can also be applied to nondeterministic tree automata. In asymmetric non-
deterministic B̈uchi tree automaton(symmetric NBT, for short)U = h�;Q; Æ; q0; F i, the state space isQ = 2S for some setS of micro-states, and the transition functionÆ : Q�� ! 22S�2S maps a state and a
letter to sets of pairshU;Ei of subsets ofS. The setU � S is theuniversal setand it describes the micro-
states that should be members in all the child states. The setE � S is theexistential setand it describes
micro-states each of which has to be a member in at least one child state. Formally, givenk � 1, ak-tuplehS1; : : : ; Ski is induced byÆ(q; �) if there ishU;Ei in Æ(q; �) such that for all1 � i � k we haveU � Si,
and for alls 2 E there is1 � i � k such thats 2 Si. Intuitively, when the automaton reads a nodex
labeled� that hask children, and it proceeds from the stateq, it has to take two choices. First, the automaton
chooses a pairhU;Ei 2 Æ(q; �). Then, it chooses a way to deliverE among thek children. Thus, we can
describe the two choices of the automaton by a pairhU; hE1; : : : ; Ekii, wherehU;S1�i�k Ezi 2 Æ(q; �).
Note thatEz may be empty. We denote byÆk(q; �) the set of such pairs. Arun of U on an input treehT; V i is aQ-labeled treehT; ri, such thatr(") = q0, and for everyx 2 T with r(x) = q, there existshq1; : : : ; qki 2 Æk(q; V (x)) such that for all1 � i � k, we haver(x � i) = qi. Note that each node of the
input tree corresponds to exactly one node in the run tree. A run hT; ri is accepting if all its paths satisfy
the Büchi acceptance condition. Thus, for all paths�, we haveinf(�) \ F = ;, whereq 2 inf(�) if
and only if there are infinitely manyx 2 � for which r(x) = q. Equivalently,hT; ri is accepting iffhT; ri
contains infinitely manyF -frontiersG0 < G1 < : : :. For a stateq 2 Q, let Uq be U with initial stateq.
We say that a symmetric NBT ismonotonicif for every two statesq andp such thatq � p, we have thatL(Up) � L(Uq), andp 2 F impliesq 2 F . In other words, the smaller the state is, the easier it is to accept
from it. Note that symmetric nondeterministic tree automata are essentially symmetric alternating automata
with transitions in disjunctive normal form (DNF); if we write the transition functions in DNF, then each
disjunct is a conjunction of universal and existential requirements, corresponding to a pairhU;Ei.
3 From symmetric NBT and co-NBT to symmetric AWT

Let U = h�;D; Q; q0;M; F i and U 0 = h�;D; Q0; q00;M 0; F 0i be two NBT, and letjQj � jQ0j = m. In
[Rab70], Rabin studies the joint behavior of a run ofU with a run ofU 0. Recall that an accepting run ofU
contains infinitely manyF -frontiersG0 < G1 < : : :, and an accepting run ofU 0 contains infinitely manyF 0-frontiersG00 < G01 < : : :. It follows that for every labeled treehT; V i 2 L(U) \ L(U 0) and accepting
runshT; ri andhT; r0i of U and U 0 on hT; V i, the joint behavior ofhT; ri andhT; r0i contains infinitely
many frontiersEi � T , with Ei < Ei+1, such thathT; ri reaches anF -frontier andhT; r0i reaches anF 0-frontier betweenEi andEi+1. Rabin shows that the existence ofm such frontiers, in the joint behavior
of some runs ofU andU 0, is sufficient to imply that the intersectionL(U) \ L(U 0) is not empty. We now
extend Rabin’s result to symmetric automata.

Assume thatU and U 0 above are symmetric NBT. We say that a sequenceE0; : : : ; Em of frontiers
of T is a trap for U and U 0 iff E0 = f"g and there exists a treehT; V i and (not necessarily accepting)
runshT; ri andhT; r0i of U and U 0 on hT; V i, such that for every0 � i � m � 1, we have thathT; ri
contains anF -frontierGi such thatEi � Gi < Ei+1, andhT; r0i contains anF 0-frontierG0i such thatEi � G0i < Ei+1. We say thathT; ri andhT; r0i witnessthe trap forU and U 0.
Theorem 1. Consider two symmetric nondeterministic Büchi tree automataU and U 0. If there exists a trap
for U and U 0, thenL(U) \ L(U 0) is not empty.



Proof. The proof follows the same line of reasoning as in [Rab70]. For a stateq 2 Q, let Uq be U with

initial stateq, and similarly forq0 2 Q0 and U 0q0 . We define a sequence of relations overQ � Q0. LetH0 = Q � Q0. Then,hq; q0i 2 Hi+1 iff hq; q0i 2 Hi and there is a nonempty�-labeledD-treehT; V i,
a frontierE � T , and runshT; ri andhT; r0i of Uq and U 0q0 on hT; V i, such that there is anF -frontierG < E and anF 0-frontierG0 < E, such that for allx 2 E, we havehr(x); r0(x)i 2 Hi. It is easy to
see thatH0 � H1 � H2 � : : :. Also, if Hi = Hi+1, thenHi = Hi+k for all k � 0. In particular, sincejQj � jQ0j = m, it must be thatHm = Hm+k for all k � 0. As in [Rab70], it can now be shown thatL(U) \ L(U 0) 6= ; iff Hm(q0; q00), and the result follows.

Theorem 1 is the key to the construction described in Theorem2 below.

Theorem 2. Let U and U 0 be two symmetric monotonic NBT withL(U 0) = omp(L(U)). There exists a
symmetric AWTA such thatL(A) = L(U).
Proof. Let U = h�;Q; q0;M; F i andU 0 = h�;Q0; q00;M 0; F 0i, and letjQj � jQ0j = m. Also, letS andS0
be the micro-states ofU and U 0, respectively, thusQ = 2S andQ0 = 2S0 . We define the symmetric AWTA = h�;P; p0; Æ; �i as follows.

– P = Q � Q0 � f0; : : : ; 2m � 1g andp0 = hq0; q00; 0i. Intuitively, a copy ofA that visits the statehq; q0; ii as it reads the nodex of the input tree corresponds to runsr andr0 of U and U 0 that visit
the statesq andq0, respectively, as they read the nodex of the input tree. Let� = y0; y1; : : : ; yjxj be
the path from" to x. Consider the joint behavior ofr andr0 on�. We can represent this behavior by a
sequence�� = ht0; t00i; ht1; t01i; : : : ; htjxj; t0jxji of pairs inQ � Q0 wheretj = r(yj) andt0j = r0(yj).
We say that a pairht; t0i 2 Q�Q0 is anF -pair iff t 2 F and is anF 0-pair iff t0 2 F 0. We can partition
the sequence�� to blocks�0; �1; : : : ; �i such that we close block�b and open block�b+1 whenever we
reach the firstF 0-pair that is preceded by anF -pair in�b. In other words, whenever we open a block,
we first look for anF -pair, ignoringF 0-pairness. Once anF -pair is detected, we look for anF 0-pair,
ignoringF -pairness. Once anF 0-pair is detected, we close the current block and we open a newblock.
Note that a block may contain a single pair that is both anF -pair and anF 0-pair. The third element of a
state keeps track of the visits to blocks. When we visithq; q0; ii, the index of the last block in�� is b i2,
and this block already contains anF -pair iff i is odd. We refer toi as thestatusof the statehq; q; ii. For
a statusi 2 f0; : : : ; 2m� 1g, letPi = Q�Q� fig be the set of states with statusi.

– In order to define the transition functionÆ, we first define a functionnext : P ! f0; : : : ; 2m� 1g that
updates the status of states. For that, we first define the functionnext 0 : P ! f0; : : : ; 2mg as follows.next 0(hq; q0; ii) = 24 i If ( i is even andq 62 F ) or (i is odd andq0 62 F 0)i+ 1 If ( i is even andq 2 F andq0 62 F 0) or (i is odd andq0 2 F 0)i+ 2 If i is even andq 2 F andq0 2 F 0.
Now,next(hq; q0; ii) = minfnext 0(hq; q0; ii); 2m� 1g.
Intuitively, next updates the status of states by recording and tracking of blocks. Recall that the statusi
indicates in which block we are and whether anF -pair in the current block has already been detected.
The conditions for not changingi or for increasing it toi+1 andi+2 follow directly from the definition
of the status. For example, the new status staysi if the currenti is even andhq; q0i is not anF -block,
or if i is odd andhq; q0i is not anF 0-block. Wheni reaches or exceeds2m� 1, we no longer increase
it, even ifq0 2 F 0.
The automatonA proceeds as follows. Essentially, for every runhT; r0i of U 0, the automatonA guesses
a runhT; ri of U such that for every path� of T , the runhT; ri visitsF along� at least as many times
ashT; r0i visitsF 0 along�. Thus, when we record blocks along�, we do not want to get stuck in an
even status. SinceL(U)\L(U 0) = ;, then, by Theorem 1, no runhT; ri can witness withhT; r0i a trap
for U and U 0. Consequently, recording of visits toF andF 0 along� can be completed onceA detects
that�� containsm blocks as above.



Recall thatQ = 2S andQ0 = 2S0 . For a setE � S, apartition ofE is a setfE1; : : : ; Elg with Ei � E
such thatE = S1�i�l Ei, and for all1 � i 6= j � n, we haveEi \ Ej = ;. Let par (E) be the set
of partitions ofE. Consider a setE0 � S0 and a partition0 2 par (E0). For a setE � S, we say
that a partition� of E [ E0 agrees with0 if for all s01 ands02 in E0, we have thats01 ands02 are in the
same set in� iff they are in the same set in0. Let agree(E; 0) be the set of partitions ofE [ E0 that
agree with0. For example, ifE = fs1g andE0 = fs2; s3g, then the two possible partitions ofE0 are01 = ffs2; s3gg and02 = ffs2g; fs3gg. Then,agree(E; 01) contains the two partitionsffs1; s2; s3gg
andffs1g; fs2; s3gg, andagree(E; 02) contains the three partitionsffs1; s2g; fs3gg, ffs1; s3g; fs2gg,
andffs1g; fs2g; fs3gg.
Now, letp = hq; q0; ii be a state inP such thatM(q; �) = fhU1; E1i; : : : ; hUn; Enig andM 0(q0; �) =fhU 01; E01i; : : : ; hU 0n0 ; E0n0ig. We distinguish between two cases.� If i < 2m� 1 or q 62 F , thenÆ(p; �) = ^1�j0�n0 ^02par(E0j0 )0� _1�j�n _�2agree(Ej ;0) go(j; j0; �;next(p))1A ; wherego(j; j0; �; l) = 2hUj ; U 0j0 ; li ^ X̂2�3hUj [ (X \ Ej); U 0j0 [ (X \ E0j0); li:

That is, for every choice ofU 0 for a 1 � j0 � n0 and for the way the existential requirements
in E0j0 are partitioned, there is a choice ofU for a 1 � j � n and for the way the existential
requirements inEj are partitioned and combined with these inE0j0 to a partition ofEj [E0j0 , such
that the universal requirements inUj andU 0j0 are sent to all directions, and existential requirements
that are in the same set in the joint partition ofEj [ E0j0 are sent to the same direction. Note that
the setsUj andU 0j0 are sent along with the existential requirements. This guarantees that the states
that are sent in the existential mode correspond to the states thatU andU 0 visit, and not to subsets
of such states.� If i = 2m� 1 andq 2 F , thenÆ(p; �) = true.

Note thatpar(E0) is exponential injE0j, and the number of possible� 2 agree(E; 0) is exponential
in E [ E0. Thus, the size ofÆ is exponential in the sizes ofM andM 0.

– � = Q � Q0 � fi : i is oddg. Thus,� makes sure that infinite paths of the run visits infinitely many
states in which the status is odd, thus states in which we are in the second phase of blocks. moshe2:

The automatonA is indeed an AWT. Each status1 � i � 2m � 1 induces a strongly connected
component in the partition of the state space into sets. Clearly, each setPi is either contained in� or is
disjoint from�. Note that, by the definition of�, a run is accepting iff no path of it gets trapped in a set of
the formPi, for an eveni, namely a set in whichA is waiting for a visit ofU in a state inF . The number
of states ofA is O(m2). We prove thatL(U) = L(A). We first prove thatL(U) � L(A). Consider aD-tree hT; V i. With every runhT; ri of U on hT; V i we can associate a runhTR; Ri of A on hT; V i.
Intuitively, the runhT; ri directshTR; Ri in the nondeterminism inÆ (that is, the choices of1 � j � n and� 2 agree(Ej ; 0)). Formally, recall that a run ofA on aD-treehT; V i is a(T � P )-labeled treehTR; Ri,
where a nodey 2 TR with R(y) = hx; pi corresponds to a copy ofA that reads the nodex 2 T and visits
the statep. We definehTR; Ri as follows.

– " 2 TR andR(") = ("; hq0; q00; 0i).
– Consider a nodey 2 TR with R(y) = (x; hq; q0; ii). By the definition ofhTR; Ri so far, we haver(x) = t for q � t. Consider first the case thatt = q. Letfx �1; : : : ; x �kg be the children ofx in T , and

let hU; hE1; : : : ; Ekii 2Mk(q; V (x)) describe the choiceU makes when it proceeds from the nodex.
Thus, for each1 � z � k, we haver(x � z) = U [Ez . Let j = next(hq; q0; ii). Consider the setY = [hU0;hE01;:::;E0kii2M 0k(q0;V (x)) f(1; hU;U 0; ji); (1; hU[E1; U 0[E01; ji); : : : (k; hU;U 0; ji); (k; hU[Ek ; U 0[E0k; ji)g:



By the definition ofÆ, the setY satisfiesÆ(hq; q0; ii; V (x)) 6. Let l = jM 0k(q0; V (x))j, and lethU 0w; E0w1 ; : : : E0wk i,
for 1 � w � l, be thew-th pair inM 0k(q0; V (x)). For all 1 � w � l and1 � z � k, we havefy �(2k(w�1)+z�1); y �(2k(w�1)+z)g � TR, withR(y �(2k(w�1)+z�1)) = (x�z; hU;U 0w; ji)
andR(y � (2k(w�1)+z)) = (x �z; hU [Ez ; U 0w[E0wz ; ji). Note that the invariant that for ally 2 TR
with R(y) = (x; hq; q0; ii), we haver(x) = t for q � t, is maintained. If fact, we know that all the
nodesy 2 TR that correspond to copies ofA that satisfy an existential requirement haveq = t, and
nodey 2 TR that correspond to copies ofA that satisfy a universal requirement haveq = t iff the runr sends no existential requirement to the corresponding direction.

Consider now the case whereq � t. SinceU is monotonic, there is an accepting runhT x; rxq i of Uq on the
subtree ofT with rootx. We can proceed exactly as above, withhT x; rxq i instead ofhT; ri.

Consider a treehT; V i 2 L(U). Let hT; ri be an accepting run ofU on hT; V i, and lethTR; Ri be
the run ofA on hT; V i induced byhT; ri (and the “subtree runs”, likehT x; rxq i above). It can be shown
thathTR; Ri is a legal accepting run. Indeed, sincehT; ri and the subtree runs contains infinitely manyF -
frontiers, and since (by the definition of monotonic automaton) we do not lose visits toF when we switch
to subset runs), no infinite paths ofhTR; Ri can get trapped in a setPi for an eveni.

It is left to prove thatL(A) � L(U). For that, we prove thatL(A) \ L(U 0) = ;. SinceL(U) =omp(L(U 0)), it follows that every tree that is accepted byA is also accepted byU . Consider a treehT; V i. With each runhTR; Ri of A on hT; V i and runhT; r0i of U 0 on hT; V i, we associate a runhT; ri
of U on hT; V i. Intuitively, hT; rimakes the choices thathTR; Ri has made in its copies that correspond to
the runhT; r0i. Formally, we definehT; ri as follows.

– r(") = q0.
– Consider a nodex 2 T with r(x) = q. Letfx �1; : : : ; x �kg be the children ofx in T , and letr0(x) = q0.

The runhT; r0i selects a pairhU 0; hE01; : : : ; E0kii 2 M 0k(q0; V (x)) that U 0 proceeds with when it reads
the nodex. Formally, for all1 � z � k, we haver0(x�z) = U 0[E0z .7 By the definition ofr(x) so far, the
runhTR; Ri contains a nodey 2 TR withR(y) = hx; hq; q0; iii for some statusi. If Æ(hq; q0; ii; V (x)) =true, we define the reminder ofhT; ri arbitrarily. Otherwise, let1 � j0 � n0 and0 2 par (E0j0 ) be
such thathU 0; hE01; : : : ; E0kii corresponds toj0 and0. By the definition ofÆ, there are1 � j � n
and� 2 agree(Ej ; 0) such thatgo(j; j0; �;next(hq; q0; ii) is satisfied andR proceeds according toj
and�. Thus, iffE1j ; : : : ; Ekj g is the partition ofEj that corresponds to�, thenTR contains at leastk
nodesy � z , for 1 � z � k, such thatR(y � z) = hx � z; hUj [ Ezj ; U 0 [ E0z ;next(hq; q0; ii)ii. For all1 � z � k, we definer(x � z) = Uj [ Ezj . Note that the invariant about the runshT; ri andhTR; Ri is
maintained. Note also that ifEzj [ E0z = ;, then the existence of a nodey � z as above is guaranteed
from universal part ofÆ, and ifEzj [ E0z 6= ;, its existence is guaranteed from the existential part (in
which case it is crucial that we sent the universal requirements along with the existential ones).

We can now prove thatL(A) \ L(U 0) = ;. Assume, by way of contradiction, that there exists a treehT; V i such thathT; V i is accepted by bothA and U 0. Let hTR; Ri andhT; r0i be the accepting runs ofA
and U 0 on hT; V i, respectively, and lethT; ri be the run ofU on hT; V i induced byhTR; Ri andhT; r0i.
We claim that then,hT; ri andhT; r0i witness a trap forU and U 0. Since, however,L(U) \ L(U 0) = ;,
it follows from Theorem 1, that no such trap exists, and we reach a contradiction. To see thathT; ri andhT; r0i indeed witness a trap, defineE0 = f"g, and define, for0 � i � m � 1, the setEi+1 to contain
exactly all nodesx for which there existsy 2 TR such that eitherR(y) = hx; h(r(x); r0(x); 2i + 1ii andr0(x) 2 F 0 or R(y) = hx; h(r(x); r0(x); 2iii andr(x) 2 F andr0(x) 2 F 0. That is, for every path� of

6 Note thatÆ(hq; q0; ii; V (x)) is a formula inB+(f2;3g � P ), whereasY � f1; : : : ; kg � P , but the extension of
the satisfaction relation to this setting is straightforward: an atom(3; p) is satisfied inY if there is1 � z � k with(z; p) 2 Y , and an atom(2; p) is satisfied inY if for all 1 � z � k, we have(z; p) 2 Y .

7 For a monotonic NBT, we assume that runs satisfy the requirements in transition function in an optimal way; thus
whenA chooses to proceed withhU 0; hE01; : : : ; E0kii 2M 0k(q0; V (x)), it is indeed the case thatr0(x �z) = U 0[E0z.
If r0(x � z) � U 0 [ E0z, we can replacer0 with a run for which the equation holds.



T , the setEi+1 consists of the nodes in which thei’th block is closed in��. By the definition ofÆ, for all0 � i � m � 1, the runhT; ri contains anF -frontierGi such thatEi � Gi < Ei+1 and the runhT; r0i
contains anF 0-frontierG0i such thatEi � G0i < Ei+1. Hence,E0; : : : ; Em is a trap forU and U 0.
4 From�2 \�2 to the alternation-free�-calculus

The�-calculusis a propositional modal logic augmented with least and greatest fixpoint operators [Koz83].
Specifically, we consider a�-calculus where formulas are constructed from Boolean propositions with
Boolean connectives, the temporal operators9 (“exists next”) and2 (“for all next”), as well as least (�)
and greatest (�) fixpoint operators. We assume that�-calculus formulas are written in positive normal form
(negation only applied to atomic propositions constants and variables).

Formally, given a setAP of atomic proposition constants and a setAPV of atomic proposition vari-
ables, a�-calculus formula is either:

– true, false, p or:p for all p 2 AP .
– y for all y 2 APV ;
– ' ^  , ' _  ,3', or2', where' and are�-calculus formulas;
– �y:'(y) or �y:'(y), wherey 2 APV and'(y) is a�-calculus formula containingy as a free variable.

We classify formulas to classes�i and�i according to the nesting of fixpoint operators in them. Several
versions to such a classification can be found in the literature [EL86,Niw86,Bra98]. We describe here the
version defined in [Niw86]:

– A formula is in�0 = �0 if it contains no fixpoint operators.
– A formula is in�i+1 if it is one of the following�i, �i^�0i, �i_�0i,3�i,2�i,�y:'i+1(y),'i+1(Y )[y  '0i+1℄, where�i and�0i are�i [�i formulas,'i+1 and'0i+1 are�i+1 formulas,Y � APV , y 2 Y ,

and no free variable of'0i+1 is in Y . In other words, to form�i+1, we take�i [ �i and close under
Boolean and modal operations,�y:'(y) for ' 2 �i+1, and substitution of a free variable of' 2 �i+1
by a formula'0 2 �i+1 provided that no free variable of'0 is captured by'.

– A formula is in�i+1 if it is one of the following�i, �i^�0i, �i_�0i,3�i,2�i, �y: i+1(y), i+1(Y )[y   0i+1℄, where�i and�0i are�i [ �i formulas, i+1 and 0i+1 are�i+1 formulas,Y � APV , y 2 Y ,
and no free variable of 0i+1 is in Y .

Note that the “substitution step” suggests that the formula = �y:(3(y ^ (�z:p _3z)) is in both�2 and�2. To see that is in �2 (it is easy to see that 2 �2), note that�z:p _ 3z is in �1, and hence also
in �2. In addition, the formula�y:3(y ^ x), for x 2 APV , is in�1, and hence also in�2. The formula�z:p _ 3z has no free variables. Then, we can substitutex by it, get , and stay in�2. Note that for for
classifications that do not allow such a substitution, the formula is not in�2. Note also that is neither
in �1 nor�1.

Finally, we say that a formula is in�i if it is one of the following�i, �i ^ �0i, �i _ �0i, 3�i, 2�i,�(Y )[y  �0i℄, where�i and�0i are�i [ �i formulas,Y � APV , y 2 Y , and no variable of�0i is in Y .
In other words, to form�i, we take�i [ �i and close under Boolean and modal operations, and under
substitution that does not increase the alternation depth.Note that�0 is ML and�1 is AFMC.

Essentially,�i contains all Boolean and modal combinations of formulas in which there are at mosti�1
alternations of� and�, with the external fixpoint being a�. Similarly,�i contains all Boolean and modal
combinations of formulas in which there are at mosti alternations of� and�, with the external fixpoint
being a�. A �-calculus formula isalternation freeif, for all atomic propositional variablesy, there are no
occurrences of� (�) on any syntactic path from an occurrence of�y (�y, respectively) to an occurrence
of y. For example, the formula�x:(p _ �y:(x _ EXy)) is alternation free (and is in�1) and the formula�x:�y:((p ^ x) _ EXy) is not alternation free (and is in�2). Thealternation-free�-calculusis a subset
of �-calculus containing only alternation-free formulas. Thealternation-free�-calculus is a strict syntactic



fragment of�2 \ �2. We now use Theorem 2 in order to show that�2 \ �2 is not more expressive than
the alternation free�-calculus. Thus, every formula in�2 \�2 has an equivalent formula in AFMC.

For the alternation-free�-calculus, an automata-theoretic characterization in terms of symmetric alter-
nating weak automata is well known (a similar result is proven in [AN92] for directed trees):

Theorem 3. [KV98] A setT � trees(�) can be expressed in AFMC iffT can be recognized by a symmet-
ric weak alternating automaton.

In [Kai95], Kaivola considered�-calculus formulas in which the3 modality is parameterized with
directions and translates�2 formulas to NBT. In order to apply Theorem 2, we should translate�2 formulas
to symmetric monotonic NBT. For that, we first use a known translation of�2 formulas to symmetric ABT
(Theorem 4; a similar translation for the directed case is described in [Niw86,Tak86]), and then remove
alternation, with symmetry preserved (Theorem 5).

Theorem 4. [KVW00] Given a�2 formula , there is a symmetric alternating Büchi tree automatonA 
that accepts exactly all trees that satisfy .

Miyano and Hayashi described a translation of alternating Büchi word automata to equivalent nondeter-
ministic Büchi word automata [MH84]. Mostowski extended the translation to tree automata [Mos84], and
we extend it further to symmetric tree automata. Since the nondeterministic automaton needs to keep track
of the states visited in each path of the run tree of the alternating automaton, the symmetry of the automaton
poses real technical challenges.

Theorem 5. Let A be a symmetric alternating B̈uchi tree automaton. There is a symmetric monotonic
nondeterministic B̈uchi tree automatonA0, with exponentially many states, such thatL(A0) = L(A).
Proof. LetA = h�;S; sin; Æ; �i. ThenA0 = h�;Q; fhsin; 2ig; Æ0; �0i, where

– Q = 2S�f1;2g. For a stateq 2 Q, let q[1℄ = fs : hs; 1i 2 qg andq[2℄ = fs : hs; 2i 2 qg. Intuitively,
the automatonA0 guesses a run ofA. At a given nodex of a run ofA0, it keeps in its memory the set of
all the states ofA that visitx in the guessed run. As it reads the next input letter, it guesses the way in
which an accepting run ofA proceeds from all of these states. This guess induces the states that the run
of A0 visit in the children ofx. In order to make sure that every infinite path visits states in� infinitely
often, the states are tagged by1 or 2. States tagged by1 correspond to copies that have already visit�,
and states tagged by2 correspond to copies that owe a visit to�. When all the copies visit� (that is,
all the states are tagged by1), we change the tag of all states to2.

– GivenS0 � S, � 2 �, and a pairhU;Ei of subsets ofS, we say thathU;Ei coversS0 and� if the setf2s : s 2 Ug [ f3s : s 2 Eg satisfies
Vs02S0 Æ(s0; �).

Now, Æ0 : Q�� ! 2Q�Q is defined, for allq 2 Q and� 2 �, as follows.� If q[2℄ 6= ;, thenÆ0(q; �) contains all pairshU;Ei such that there ishU1; E1i that coversq[1℄ and�, and there ishU2; E2i that coversq[2℄ and�, and the following hold.� U = fhs; 1i : s 2 U1 [ (U2 \ �)g [ fhs; 2i : s 2 U2 n �g.� E = fhs; 1i : s 2 E1 [ (E2 \ �)g [ fhs; 2i : s 2 E2 n �g.� If q[2℄ = ;, thenÆ0(q; �) contains all pairshU;Ei such that there ishU1; E1i that coversq[1℄ and�
and the following hold.� U = fhs; 1i : s 2 U1 \ �g [ fhs; 2i : s 2 U1 n �)g.� E = fhs; 1i : s 2 E1 \ �g [ fhs; 2i : s 2 E1 n �)g.

– �0 = fq : q[2℄ = ;g. Note that a sequence of states ofA, which corresponds to the behavior of a
copy ofA, changes the tag of its states from2 to 1 when the copy visits a state in�. Also, once all the
sequences change the tag of their states to1, the attribution is changed back to2. Thus,�0 guarantees
that all sequences visit� infinitely often.



It is easy to see thatA is monotonic. Indeed, ifq � q0, thenq[1℄ � q0[1℄ andq[2℄ � q0[2℄. Thus, if a pairhU;Ei coversq0[1℄ and�, thenhU;Ei also coversq[1℄ and�, and similarly forq0[2℄ andq[2℄. Hence, given
an accepting run ofAq0 , we can make it an accepting run ofAq by changing the labels of the root from("; q0) to ("; q). In addition, ifq0[2℄ is empty, so isq[2℄.
Remark 1.A related approach for translating�-calculus formulas into symmetric automata is taken in
[JW95] (see also [AN01]). First,�-calculus formulas are transformed into a disjunctive form. The removal
of conjunctions described there is similar to the removal ofuniversal branches in alternating tree automata
(and indeed it involves the same determinization construction that is present in the automata-theoretic ap-
proach [MS87]). It is then shown that disjunctive�-calculus formulas correspond to�-automata. Our focus
here is on the translation of�2 formulas to symmetric monotonic nondeterministic Büchi tree automata.
It is possible to recast our proof in an extension of the framework of �-automata [Wal03], but we find our
notion of symmetric nondeterministic automata more transparent.

Theorem 6. �2 \�2 � AFMC.

Proof. Since AFMC is a syntactic fragment of�2 \ �2, one direction is trivial. Let� be a property ex-
pressible in�2 \ �2. Given� 2 �2 expressing�, we can construct, by Theorems 4 and 5, a symmetric
monotonic NBTU� that accepts exactly all trees that satisfy�. Also, � 2 �2 implies that there is 2 �2
that is equivalent to:�, so we can also construct a symmetric monotonic NBTU that accepts exactly all
trees that do not satisfy�. Clearly,L(U ) = omp(L(U�)). Hence, by Theorem 2, there is a symmetric
alternating weak automatonA� that is equivalent toU�. By Theorem 3, the automatonA� can be translated
to a formula' in AFMC such that a tree satisfies' iff it is accepted byU� iff it is not accepted byU . We
claim that' is logically equivalent to� over arbitrary structures (in particular, structures withan infinite
branching degree). To see this, assume, by way of contradiction, that' is not logically equivalent to�.
Then, either� ^ :' or ' ^  is satisfiable in some general structure. But then, either� ^ :' or ' ^  is
satisfiable by a tree model [SE84] of a finite branching degree, contradicting the fact that a tree satisfies'
iff it is accepted byU� iff it is not accepted byU .

Remark 2.Since it is also known that the�-calculus has thefinite-model property[KP84], it follows that
Theorem 6 can also be relativized to finite Kripke structures.

5 Concluding Remarks

We showed that�2 \ �2 � AFMC. In other words, if we can specify a property both as a least fix-
point nested inside a greatest fixpoint and as a greatest fixpoint nested inside a least fixpoint, we should
be able to specify also with no alternation between greatest and least fixpoints. This offers an elegant
characterization of alternation freedom. The key to our results is a development of a theory ofsymmetric
nondeterministic B̈uchi tree automata. A technical outcome of this theory is that theblow-up of our con-
struction, i.e., going from formulas in�2 \ �2 to equivalent formulas in AFMC is doubly exponential. It
would be interesting to try to improve this complexity or to prove its optimality.

Combining our result here with the result in [KV01] (�1 \ �1 � ML) suggests the possibility of a
general coalescence result for the�-calculus hierarchy. Recall the definition of�i as the closure of�i\�i
under Boolean and modal operations and under alternation-preserving substitutions. Then we have that�i \�i � �i�1 for i = 1; 2. It is tempting to conjecture that this holds for alli > 0, in analogy for such
coalescence for the quantifier alternation hierarchy of first-order logic (cf. [Add62]). As is shown, however,
in [AS03], this is not the case fori > 3.
Acknowledgements: We are grateful to J.W. Addison for valuable discussions regarding the first-order
quantifier-alternation hierarchy and to I. Walukiewicz forvaluable discussions regarding�-automata.
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